Books by Politics Staff

James R. Flynn

How To Improve Your Mind: 20 Keys to Unlock the Modern World
ISBN: 978-1-119-94476-8
Wiley

James R. Flynn

No Place to Hide: Climate Change: A short introduction for New Zealanders
ISBN: 9780947503246
Potton and Burton

James R. Flynn

Fate & Philosophy: A Journey through Life’s Great Questions
ISBN: 978-1-877551-32-1
AWA Press

Professor’s Flynn’s 16 books include areas like Moral and Political Philosophy and US Foreign Policy. Google: Amazon.com: James Robert Flynn: Books, Biography, Blog
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William Harris

Quicksilver War
Syria, Iraq and the Spiral of Conflict
ISBN: 9780190874872
Amazon

William Harris

Lebanon: A History, 600 - 2011 (Studies in Middle Eastern History)
Amazon

William Harris

The Levant: A Fractured Mosaic (Princeton Series on the Middle East)
ISBN: 978-1558763685
Amazon
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**James Headley, Andreas Reitzig, Joe Burton**

Public Participation in Foreign Policy


[Palgrave Macmillan](#)

---

James Headley

Russia and the Balkans

Foreign Policy from Yeltsin to Putin

ISBN: 978-1-850-65848-1

[Hurst](#)

---

David Martin Jones, Nicholas Khoo, M L R Smith

Asian Security and the Rise of China

International Relations in an Age of Volatility

ISBN: 978-1-78100-461-6

[Edward Elgar Publishing](#)
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**Nicholas Khoo**

Collateral Damage
Sino-Soviet Rivalry and the Termination of the Sino-Vietnamese Alliance

ISBN: 978-0-23115-078-1

*Columbia University Press*

**Nicholas Khoo** and Rueben Steff

Security at a Price: The International Politics of U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense


*Rowman and Littlefield*

**Najibullah Lafraie**

Revolutionary Ideology and Islamic Militancy

ISBN: 9781845110635

*I.B. Tauris*
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Carla Lam
New Reproductive Technologies and Disembodiment
Feminist and Material Resolutions
ISBN: 9781472437051
Routledge

Philip Nel, Dirk Nabers, Melanie Hanif
Regional Powers and Global Redistribution
ISBN: 9781138832282
Routledge

Philip Nel
The Politics of Economic Inequality in Developing Countries
Palgrave MacMillan
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Robert G Patman, Iati Iati, Balazs Kiglics
New Zealand and the World
Past, Present and Future
World Scientific

Lloyd S Davis and Robert G Patman
Science Diplomacy
New Day or False Dawn?
ISBN: 978-981-4440-06-6
World Scientific

Xiaoming Huang, Robert G. Patman
China and the International System
Becoming a World Power
ISBN: 9781138950573
Routledge
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David B. MacDonald, Dirk Nabers, and Robert G. Patman

The Bush Leadership, the Power of Ideas, and the War on Terror
ISBN: 9781409447153
Routledge

Robert G. Patman

Strategic Shortfall
The Somalia Syndrome and the March to 9/11
Praeger

Brian Roper

The History of Democracy: A Marxist Interpretation
ISBN: 978-0745331898
The University of Chicago Press Books
**Books by Politics Staff**

**Vicki A. Spencer**

*Herder's Political Thought: A Study on Language, Culture and Community*

ISBN: 978-1442643024

[Amazon](#)

**Takashi Shogimen and Vicki A Spencer**

*Visions of Peace*  
Asia and The West

ISBN: 9781138269965

[Routledge](#)

**Vicki A Spencer**

*Toleration in Comparative Politics*

ISBN: 978-1-4985-3017-0

[Rowman and Littlefield](#)
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Lena Tan

Metropolitan Identities and Twentieth-Century Decolonization

ISBN: 978-1-137-54888-7

Palgrave MacMillan